The Sound of Music Costume Rental
Complete Package (for a cast with seven children) rents for $2,250 + shipping
$1,250 for each additional week of performances, including cleaning
Complimentary advance time, when available
For information or reservations, email musicals@wnc.edu or call Stephanie Arrigotti, 775-445-4250

Children’s outfits in 13 sizes

Uniforms: $50 each

Assorted dresses and boy’s outfits for multiple scenes: $50 each

pink dresses and boy’s jackets for party and wedding: $50 each

Liesl dress for gazebo, party and wedding: $60
Habits for 18 nuns and postulant dress for Maria (shown below): $40 each

Nightgowns and pajamas $10 each

Curtain outfits (see bedroom backdrop rental to coordinate with curtains) $50 each

Maria’s dress: $50

Landler dress: $50

Kalzburg festival: Skirts/blouses/aprons or leiderhausen: $40 each